
 

 
Wildflowers, Flowers, Fields and Flowering Trees 

(Unfinished) 

       

Ironweed, Golden Rod, Freesia,Ulstramaria, Trillium, Virginia Bluebells 

Hepatica, Wild Cherry Tree Blossoms, and Bloodroot. 

 



 

 

Tulip and Gladiolas in Vase 

 

Wildflowers are loosely defined as being plants which have not been altered by humans 

messing with their genetics. Roses, for instance, require a great deal of care, and they 

have been extensively altered by humans, in cultivars and hybrids. If you look back to 

Shakespeare’s time (1600 or before) the English rose is a small flower, not at all the 

large and showy bloom now extensively and laboriously cultivated. My daughter and I 

took care of a rose plant with showy red blossoms in spring of 2007. It was a hard daily 

job to keep it watered, fed and pampered enough to keep it blooming and doing well. To 

take care of roses in California requires a huge amount of water, which the state has 

better uses for. Roses and Almond Trees are luxuries that California can no long afford. 

I wrote a few poems about wildflowers some years ago. You can find them in the middle 

and the end of this long excursion on the subject of wildflowers. I did a lot of paintings 

of them as I show here too. I also find these two quotes from longer poems, both of 



which have to do with wildflowers, which work well as one poem. The longer poems are 

below. 

Earth, 

I want to be strong enough to see you as you are. 

I have already faced the loss of myth. 

All the god’s are gone, 

Jesus gone, Buddha gone, Plato’s dreams, 

Hinduism, Thunder Beings, goddesses, 

Dasien, Atma, all gone…. 

and gone too, a faith in capital and Marx and 

all those figments, fictions 

all gone….. 

I look at wildflowers alone. 

I run with the pronghorn 

am contemptuous of trucks and human highways. 

Never mind all the harm they have done 

It is the desperate strength of this loneliness 

that loves the smell of  wildflowers. 

http://www.naturesrights.com/Odes%20to%20Science%20Main.asp 

 

 

My interest in wildflowers is thus clearly beyond religion, modernist economics, the loss 

of myth, and grounded firmly in the strength of aloneness, looking and smelling beyond 

the human centered: seeing the world as it is. The History of Wildflowers is a fraught 

subject, denied in a few cases, made human centered or, in opposition, more accurately 

nature centered in others. Wildflowers follow the vagaries of opinion about Wilderness: 

many see it wrongly as a place to hunt, but a few see it, as Thoreau did, as the “in 

wildness is the preservation of the world”. The preservationist point of view is not as 

complete as the ecophilic or ecocentric point of view. But Henry did not know this yet.  

Henry Thoreau is open to all wildflowers, and wanders around for years with them all in 

his mind and his Journal. Wildflowers grow of themselves in the natural world without 

http://www.naturesrights.com/Odes%20to%20Science%20Main.asp


any relation to humans. All over the world, they are the wild and basic flowers. Whereas 

game agents tend to only see human uses of nature as mattering, and will kill anything 

that gets in the way of their profits or the profits of those for whom they work. It should 

be obvious which side I am on. It is clear that Wildflowers is a real category. And those 

who deny it are living in a falsified, hybridized, cultivared, and shall we say fake, or 

genetically engineered, land of denial. 

 

I have studied wildflowers for years, and am utterly convinced this is a real category. 

Like Wildness of all kinds, preserving the world depends on them. But with that said, I 

confess that even after decades of studying this subject there is a lot that I do not know. I 

will say some of what I know here, but I know more than what I will say, even if it is 

true, and it is true, that I hardly know everything there is to know. 

There is a tendency to see all flowers as all female, for instance. Nature is not female, not 

Magna Mater, or Mother Earth. I am not sure why that should be.  It is a mistake in fact 

to imagine nature is all female. Nature is mostly both male and female. I am loathe to 

blame it on Georgia O’Keefe, when she knew that this interpretation of her work was a 

Freudian mistake. Most flowering plants are “monoecious” or both male and female, in 

fact. There are plants which are either male or female, such as the Gingko. These are 

called a “dioecious” plants. There are relatively few of these. It can generally be said of 

the world that it is evenly divided between female and male. 

To confuse things a little more there are also monoecious plants that have different 

sexed or gendered flowers. Squashes, corn, birches and many conifers have different 

sexed flowers. Pines are particularly this way and they can be seen in the spring pouring 

out huge quantities of pollen or ‘sperm’. Wind spreads the pollen to adjacent flowers on 

the same or different trees or plants. Henry Thoreau, who knew and followed this, 

checked the ponds around Walden for powder or pine pollen and notes on June 21, 1860 



that: 

 

“I do not believe that there is any part of this town on which the Pollen of the pine 

may not fall. The time to examine the ponds, I should say, was the Fifteenth to 

the Twentieth  of this month.” [June] 

 

 

 

 



Field of Flowers. 

This is me dreaming of California, while living in Ohio. I am dreaming of seeing an 

Allen’s Hummingbird while I am at a wild nature park in Ohio, near Lake Erie. This plot 

of land was a public park, and I could go there anytime. It was sold for private 

“development” by some corrupt politicians. So what am I doing there? That is the whole 

point of the painting, what indeed? This is loosely based on photos taken when this was 

still public land. I am drawing a picture of the land corruption that has ruled the United 

States since it became a “nation”. The early ‘settlers” merely planted a flag and declared 

it theirs, killing off those who were already there. Bogus! It was not theirs to plant a flag 

on. The whole notion of a place called America is a fiction. The term “American” is 

something of a misnomer. To go back in the present to what was actually here is still 

possible. This is partly what wildflowers are. 

Amerigo Vespucci is claimed to have merely skirted the coast of North America. There is 

no evidence of this, but there you are, maps regularly show Vespucci  as having coasted 

along the continent of North America. But as this is in dispute still, after 500 years, it is 

enough. At least two of letters of the four he supposedly wrote are in dispute, some 

authors dispute all four letters. But let us say two are spurious, as they appear to be 

later, 250 years later, to be forgeries. Why this credits him with the whole of two 

continents being named after him, this is nothing short of absurd.   Moreover his so 

called “discoveries” are accompanied by a good deal of braggadocio and claims of 

spurious authorship of letters. In one of his letters he claims for instance that: 

“The mariners held me in much honor, for I showed that without knowledge of 

the chart, I knew the science of navigation better than all the sea captains of the 

globe.” (quoted in M.F. Force “Some observations on the Letters of Amerigo 

Vespucci”- 1879) 



 

  If one is to believe a few of the letters, which is doubtful-- it looks like he discovered 

Brazil, which he called the “new world”. But it appears that he had nothing to do with 

North America. He thought, like Columbus, that he had discovered the route the China. 

Like Columbus, he was wrong on many things. The King of Spain—no record comes out 

of Portugal, despite the fact that many claimed he sailed for Portugal,  used him as a 

pawn in a game of global sleight of hand and dominance. Given all this and more is in 

question, one cannot conclude safely that “Amerigo” had much to do with the new 

world. As soon as one is sure that evidence will be had, and it is true, the evidence is 

brought into question.   It should no longer be called “America” but be called Turtle 

Island which is the First People’s term for it. It never was and is not now, “America”. 

That appears to be a fabrication put on a map in 1507. This means ‘Amerigo’s land’ is a 

likely fiction, and this implies taking a possession that never happened, since there were 

already people here: millions of people, in fact. The tendency of Europeans to claim 

something simply because they thought of it, is absurd and all too common. So the claim 

of America is absurd. I for one, do not accept his name as being about where I live.  The 

poet Gary Snyder took to calling the America of Vespucci, Amerika. I will follow him for 

while on this. Amerika is the false place that the human world is largely now. 

 California is an amazing place in terms of its natural environment, while the human 

environment is as corrupt as Ohio, indeed they are interchangeable places. Wildflowers 

are often the victim of this corruption. I am a native Californian, it is not a fiction that I 

was born there, rather as the old wildflowers were. I am not a fan of this corruption of 

human based invasion of plants, in California or Ohio.  Most corruption flows from the 

delusion of private property and the corporate state. They declare America theirs when 

it was already in the hands of natives, both flowers and peoples. It was basically stolen 



from the natives, native wildflowers, actually native people, or as Canada calls them 

First Peoples.  Maybe we should call native wildflowers, First Flowers. 

 

 California used to have billions of wildflowers more than it has now, just as it used to 

have many native tribes. The cattlemen brought in a lot of foreign grasses and pushed a 

lot of the wildflowers, or first flowers, out of the state, replacing them with cattle to eat 

some of the European grass they planted. It was not a good place for cattle, so the 

European new arrivals brought invasive grasses to plant for their meat and dairy cattle. 

The native peoples were killed off or pushed out too. They have not entirely been 

eliminated. Do not get me wrong. They are still there, much diminished, The Pomo, 

Chumash, Klamath, Miwok, Hoopa, and Ohlone—there are 109 federal recognized tribes 

in California. They still exist in small numbers, only a few are gone entirely. Ishi’s tribe, 

the Yahi, for instance, is gone, though there appears to be some dispute about this. You 

can read about him in Theodora Kroeber's story of ISHI, LAST OF HIS TRIBE by 

Theodora Kroeber, who was the daughter of Alfred Kroeber, the Berkeley 

anthropologist, father also of Ursula Le Guin. 

The elimination of native tribes had to do with the genocidal tendency in Euro-

Americans. The Europeans used violence and religion to enslave the tribes, --such 

Missions and that of Father Serra and his exploitation of the Chumash were essential in 

this---and they did little paying for the first flowers and plants either. It did not cost 

them much. The missions are the earliest cattle grazers. They, and those who came later,  

created what has been wrongly called the Golden State. It is called that because the 

grasses which are not native turn golden, in July or August, due to the high heat there. ( 

for more on this see this excellent website;) 

https://www.kcet.org/shows/tending-the-wild/untold-history-the-survival-of-californias-indians 

 

https://www.kcet.org/shows/tending-the-wild/untold-history-the-survival-of-californias-indians


 It is thought that tens of thousands of  Native Americans died during the first  

two years of the Gold Rush, in 1848-49. This is somewhat understating the 

facts. It appear that 12 years later in 186o, the non-native population had risen 

from 15’000 in 1848 to 165,000 in 1860. The native population had dropped 

from 150,000 is 1848 to 35,000 in 1860. That means a total drop of native 

peoples  of 115,000 people in twelve years. In 2019 the California government, 

Gov. Gavin Newsom, finally admitted genocide against the natives, in 

California.  The “Golden State” is a cattleman’s lie. Most of what is called the 

“California Dream” is a lie that has been stolen by the ultra rich. They propagandized the 

gold rush, as well as the farming and the so called Housing crisis,  making billions of 

dollars in the process. 

 ( The statistical details about native genocide in California are taken from a long essay 

by Jesse La Tour on genocide in California a copy of which can be found here: 

https://fullertonobserver.com/2020/07/07/the-california-native-american-genocide/ 

I wrote this about First People culture in my blog entry on Cats and Dogs. It might do to 

quote it here as I am about atrocities committed by white people of the Natives both 

people and Wildflowers in California. You can see in all these sources that they atrocities 

committed against all natives all across our country was terrible.  

 

“The Brule or Lakota story about Inktomi, the Spider, Coyote and the Rock, a 

version of which occurs in the great Native American movie the Dreamkeeper, 

one of the very best of movies made about Native Americans, both in terms of its 

realistic and its mythic or story telling elements. I saw Little Big Man a few times 

and Sherman Alexie’s great movie Smoke Signals. Both are great movies but still 

not as good as Dreamkeeper. In the original story the Coyote gives a blanket to 

the Rock and then, when it gets cold, the Coyote takes back the blanket. The 

moral of the tale is that one should not take back things that are given. The rock 

kills Coyote, rolls over him, but, of course, he comes back to life. He always does. 

https://fullertonobserver.com/2020/07/07/the-california-native-american-genocide/


Killing Coyotes is both mythically and historically useless. 

 

While  I am on this subject, I want to mention Peter Nabokov’s book on Native 

American Architecture, which is the best of books on that subject and The 

Education of Little Tree which is fake but an interesting one. Sherman Aleixie 

says of it, that 

 “‘Little Tree’ is a lovely little book, and I sometimes wonder if it is an act 

of romantic atonement by a guilt-ridden white supremacist, but ultimately 

I think it is the racial hypocrisy of a white supremacist,”  

 

I was originally duped by it and bought it thinking my kids would read it. I ended 

up reading it and enjoyed most of it, though parts of it struck me as odd. It talks 

about the Cherokee, over 4000 of them were killed on the Trail of Tears. This 

book has a whole chapter on that. It helps me to have visited Echota, where the 

Cherokee used to live, in North West Georgia, near where the Education of Little 

Tree is set near there in eastern Tennessee. The Cherokee were wrongly kicked off 

their land by Andrew Jackson, who is the treaty breaker and bad guy in the Trail 

of Tears. One of the worst of many who have abused others while being president.  

The president should be an office that is gotten rid of as too reminiscent of Kings. 

Perhaps they could be replaced with an extremely easy to remove Prime Minister. 

Or maybe the Presidency should be replaced with a committee of House 

members. The Senate is too like the English House of Lords and should also be 

abolished. 

 

It is an amazing and well done book, and it will make you laugh and make you 

cry. The white supremacist who made it seems to have made a mistake. He was 

evidently carried away his characters. The only fault in the book is his making 

Grandpa into a whisky maker.  How many natives have been lost due to alcohol is 

largely unknown, but it is a very large number. He is otherwise a great character. 

 



 

 

  

     

   This is a short catalogue of different California plants, from right to left, 

 Douglas Iris, Indian Paintbrush , 

 California Poppies, Baby Blue Eyes, 

 California Coast Live Oak, Firecracker,  Hosackia gracilis—badly called “witches teeth”.  

             Further Back in Picture : 

Lady’s Slipper flower, California Coast Live Oak--tree, Manzanita, tree shrub. 

 

I’ve seen all these, among others, it is a great place, California is, ecologically or 



environmentally speaking, minus of course the changes made by white money makers, 

who made terrible changes for the most part. 

 

 





 

Detail of Lupine, Poppies and California Live Oak. 

 

This is a memory work. I traveled up to the top of Mt. Tamalpais  one day, probably in 

1986. There I saw a vision of loveliness, a gnarled old California Live Oak and some 

really lovely poppies growing around it. I tried to reproduce something like that. I leave 

it up to the viewer to have their own opinion on this. For myself I think I arguably 

succeeded.. I certainly tried.  
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            This is a present for my daughter when she was born in 2004. It shows mostly 

wildflowers, butterflies, birds and mushrooms with a few larger trees, a mouse, a frog, 

and the moon and a deer. My wife and I did it for her, when she was nearly here, before 

she was born. She did the third shelf down I did the fourth and fifth, and we did the first 

and second shelves together. The wildflowers are a Flox, Cardinal Flower and hummer. 

Bee Balm, Magnolia, Dogwood, Trumpet Flower, Black Eyed Susan and others. The 

Butterflies are the Mourning Cloak, Yellow Swallowtail, Red Admiral, Painted Lady, 

Great Spangled Fritillary and others. There is a Chickadee and a Hummingbird, a deer 

and some mushrooms, namely, the Fly Algaric or Aminita Muscaria, and others as well 

as the White footed Mouse, and a Garter Snake.  



  

Yellow Flags (Detail of larger work) 

This is a smaller area of a larger work. I mean to draw attention to the Yellow Flags, 

which are a kind of wild Iris. Iris pseudacorus is the scientific name of this flower. I 

usually see Yellow Flags growing in wetland area, as is the case here. I painted these 

from life. 



 

Tickseed Sunflowers and Grackle. 

 

Tickseed Sunflower (Bidens polylepis ? Aster family)  is interesting in so many 

ways. A truly fugitive flower it is likely to come up anywhere there is a bald spot 

and spread. I originally saw it come up along the highway, and then saw it come 

up in a big developed area where the trucks had destroyed everything alive. I used 

to go to the wild field there and look at birds and nests. Magically and suddenly 

thousands of sunflowers opened and I took some of the seeds and started my own 

patch, knowing they would all be destroyed by the plant destroyers soon. Soon I 

had it growing all over my land, and this is a painting of some of those plants. I 



tried an experiment and did nothing for a few years, thinking it should spread its 

own seed, but to my surprise it did that sparsely for a few years and then died off. 

I still do not know why. It seems a truly fugitive plant spread largely by birds in 

their droppings and prone to stress related disappearance, as well as sudden and 

opportunistic spreading on abused or disturbed land. That was my tenetive 

conclusion.  

 

 

Red (swamp) Milkweed, Swallowtail. Green Darner Dragonfly, and Bull Frogs 

In Heroes Wetland 

 

This, I think was the first painting I did about Heroes Wetland. The Monarch and the 

Yellow Swallowtail would often show up at Heroes so long as the place had no 

Herbicides in it. The same with Dragonflies and Frogs. They all disappeared after the 



place was poisoned with Herbicides or Pesticides. This painting was done in the days 

when I was naïve about the Park System, and still thought it could not be corrupt. Boy, 

was a wrong about that!. 

 

 

Red Milkweed, Heron and Monarch Butterfly at Heroes Wetland 

 

Red or Swamp Milkweed 

 



This is Red or Swamp Milkweed out in Heroes Wetland and that is a Monarch Butterfly 

drinking its nectar, which is poison to humans and most of animals. Milkweed is 

entirely different than Tick Seed. It is a wonderful plant and very hardy in its world, 

which is restricted to wild fields in the case of Common Milkweed, or wetlands in the 

case of Red Milkweed. It used to grow along the borders of cultivated fields but they 

have stopped having borders; the farmers are unable to control the herbicides that 

specifically kill “weeds”, which is not a real category. “Weeds” are plants that farmers 

and governments who subsidize them cannot profit from. Such plants are called “weeds” 

wrongly and gratuitously. They should be required to have borders by law. No spraying 

herbicides on that. I doubt they could handle that without being required to stop 

spraying herbicides all together. That would not be a bad thing. What is destroying the 

Monarch and other wildlife is the herbicides and pesticides, along with global warming. 

Yes, they make a little more money, but the cost in the lives of many species is so high it 

is not worth the pennies they make. 

 The Red Milkweed is so strong and soft that Oriole females make their nests out of the 

stem fibers, which they take, one by one, out of the stem. They slowly weave it into the 

sock-like nest they make, and use the smaller strings to weave a soft base for their 

babies. I have watched them make it out of Red or Swamp Milkweed, which is in nest of 

the picture below. They attach the strings at three or four places on a forked area in the 

twig of a tree and start weaving and keep working at it till they are done a day or two 

later.  

The Monarch butterfly uses Common Milkweed as a host plant. The use of Herbicides, in 

this case Glyphosate, which kills off Common Milkweed, among many other beings, and 

that is the primary reason for the demise of Monarchs. I have seen statistics as high as 

90% of Monarchs are gone. This is horrendous and the heads of corporations and their 

agents, namely the farmers, are largely responsible for this killing. Monsanto is the worst 



of these, and has killed off millions of them with Herbicides and encouraging farmers to 

no longer leave a strip of wild field near the roads around their land. There need to be 

congressional actions on this, but unfortunately the corporate state is largely under 

corporate control. So the killing off of the Monarch butterfly, as the killing off of insects 

generally, continues, largely unprotested. Amerikans go along with this, stupidly. My wife 

says I should not use a name like stupid, but what am I to do, the butterfies are dying off, 

and these corporations are to blame. What needs to be done is the rich and corporate 

CEOs need to be held to account for this, global warming, the killing off of insects, corals, 

forests, animals—all over the earth. Jail time, closed down, charter removed, something. 

Monsanto, in particular, needs to be closed down, as do all the herbicide makers and 

promoters.  



 

Oriole Female Making a Nest out of Red Milkweed Fiber. 

 

I watched her carefully take a nearly 2 ft. fiber strand out of the Milkweed plant, 

balancing on the stem of the plant with her two feet, and once she had peeled it out, 

carry it up to the nest and begin weaving it  into the sock-like nest.  

 

 



 

Imaging Hero and his Dad. 

This is Orioles and my Wife at Rocky River like what we saw at Heroes Wetland. 

 



 

Honey Bees and Black Swallowtail on Goldenrod. 

 

Butterflies are chaos fliers. They do not want to be picked out of the air by birds or 

anything else. So they fly chaotically, up and down and sideways. They eat or drink 

nectar from flowers, or largely liquid from dead things, using their probiscus, which is 

their mouth. Birds try to eat them and occasionally succeed. This Butterfly appears to 

have lost part of the bottom of the wings as well as parts of the upper left side—lost these 

parts to birds, I mean. It is not so badly tattered that it cannot function, however. It 

managed to get away from the bird. 

 



 

Question Mark Butterfly on Cosmos flower. 

 

The Question Mark can be known from the Comma Butterfly by the mark on the back 

side of the wings. In fact, it is not a question mark or a comma, but it looks a little like 

one, so people use it. There is a mark on the opposite side of that side which is shown, 

and it resembles either a question mark or a comma. I saw that this particular Butterfly 

was a Question Mark. 



 

Hepatica 

 



I looked for this for many years. I was unable to find it. I suspect it is rarer than it used 

to be. I first heard of it from the artist Charles Burchfield. I am not sure he was painting 

the plant I know exactly, but he often paints something similar to it. The problem with 

Burchfield is his tendency to the subjective and abstract. In his painting of the Ravine or 

his Hepaticas (1952) he at least tries to be a little accurate. His Hepatica is sometimes 

bluish or even blue or purple. The most color I have seen on actual Hepatica was a pale 

lavenderish blue, more towards a bluish tint or light purple than a darker color. 

 

 

 

Light Purple Hepatica with White Stamens. 

Hepatica Leaf below it to the Left. 

Photo by author 

 

 



 

 I have seen photos of the darkish blue plants not the actual plants. I have doubts about 

how accurate they are. There are photos of a darker blue Hepatica, and even a reddish or 

pink one. But, anything can be done on a computer nowadays. Usually, Hepatica are 

white and their leaves are characteristic, 3 lobed and loosely heart shaped, mottled like a 

rout lily, much differently shaped, much as I painted above. At one point the leaves were 

seen to be sharp in some cases and roundish lobed in others and this was used to make 

two species. But they turned out to be able to reproduce, so the different species 

designation was removed. 

 My work is done from life from a real plant and is very accurate. The leaves of a 

Hepatica are mottled and somewhat like a Trout Lily’s leaves, as I said. Burchfield 

loosely indicates the three lobed nature of the leaves in his Hepaticas of 1952, but is too 

loose in how he goes about it. They are much tighter and more exactly drawn, in fact. I 

am not sure why he was so cavalier about this when Hepatica was one of his most 

favorite plants, which he painted many times. His pushing toward simplification and 

abstraction goes too far, rather like Paul Gauguin. Thus, though he is like Vincent in 

various ways, he is unlike him in others. He could have easily been much more accurate 

about many things in nature than he was, Hepatica is just an example of this weakness 

in him. If you compare Vincent’s White Iris painting to any of Burchfield’s Hepaticas 

you will see what I am saying here. 

Of all artists, beside Lynn Szalay, who I have gotten to know well, in this area, I have 

studied Burchfield the most. The fact that I question him should not be a surprise if the 

reader has read much of what I write. I am quite able to still like him while seeing his 

faults. I like the fact that he left so much information about his art and life. I have been 

to his house/museum in Salem, Ohio, as well as to the Burchfield-Penny museum in 

Buffalo, N.Y.. I have read his Journal’s at least the published collection called the Poetry 



of Place (1993). I have also read Alana Ryder’s excellent essay on the Letters of Charles 

to his wife Bertha, which is a great addition to Burchfield scholarship.  

https://digitalcommons.buffalostate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1006&context=history_thes

es  

There is no question he did some beautiful work on nature and history. At least he tried, 

hardly anyone else does.  

   

In any case, there are only a handful of Hepatica plants in Northeast Ohio, and I am not 

going to say where I saw them, plant thieves being a real concern with so few left. 

Finding them was a real joy and it took over ten years of looking. I would not steal such 

joy from anyone much less take such a rare plant from the world where it belongs. If 

there is anything I  have tried to show others all these years, it is a respect for the natural 

world. Not stealing rare plants is part of that.  

 

https://digitalcommons.buffalostate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1006&context=history_theses
https://digitalcommons.buffalostate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1006&context=history_theses


 

Bloodroot 

Bloodroot is named after the red stem. I think this is one of our most lovely wildflowers 

and one that I can study endlessly. I love the way the green leaves wrap around the stem, 

how it opens with sunshine and the stem comes up though the dead leaves of the last 

year, namely the winter, which was cold and killed nearly all visible life. The dead leaf to 

the right of the green leaves of the Bloodroot, the leaf I mean that the stem is touching,--



- is especially well painted. The twigs are many and there is an acorn nut near the 

bottom. 

This was done around the same time as the Hepatica. I like both of them, and they are a 

pair, roughly life sized, which means they are small works.  

 

  

  

 



 

Trillium 

The Trillium is also increasingly rare in this area, though it is still fairly common east of 

here and south. I have seen it in large stands in southern Indiana and to the east in the 

Allegany mountains covering a half acre or more.  I have also seen the lovely Painted 

Trillium in the Allegany Mountains. People were picking it. The woman put down the 



plants when I showed up. I said something about people stealing rare plants. But it was 

clear they did not listen, as I saw the woman pick up the Trillium as I got in my car. In 

our state and national parks it says clearly nearly everywhere that people should not do 

this. We all lose. Why do people always make themselves the exception? Is it ignorance 

or arrogance or both? 

  Red trillium is……. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Trout Lily 8/2020 

Drawing in Graphite by author 

 

Trout Lily 

 

 

This plant takes 5-7 years to flower, grows in large colonies and is one of the many  

arguments for not disturbing soils. One can see the long pinnate leaf coming up randomly 

from the soil. Erythronium Americanum, is the scientific name, yellow Trout Lily is the 

common name, Fawn Lily is better, It is hard to see what a plant has to do with a fish, 

though the side of the trout does resemble a Fawn Lily, generally, though the leaf is green 



and the trout is brownish. It is also called Yellow dogtooth violet, or adder’s tongue. It is 

not even in the violet family, but it is in the Lily family so I am not sure why it acquired 

the violet name, or the poisonous snake name either. I find references to it being both 

edible and poisonous, which makes no sense ---one of these is wrong. The only thing 

definite I can find is it is said to be a little emetic, which means it might cause a bit of 

throwing up. But then none of the sites that say it is edible also say it is poison. But as I 

cannot verify or discount its so called emetic quality, it remains a mystery. In any case, I 

am not likely to eat it. I tried that with wild Yarrow and made a tea out of it. Yarrow is 

very constipating. It is a powerful plant. I won’t make it again. 

 

 



 

 

Virginia Bluebells 



 

The Virginia Bluebells (Mertensia Virginica) are growing near the Red covered Bridge. 

One might wonder why I would not say where the Hepatica is, but do say where the 

Virginia Bluebells are. I am not saying to take them I am saying there are many and it 

does not seem to be a rare plant. There are a lot of Bluebells, few Hepatica. It is illegal to 

take it. Large stands of Bluebells can be found in North Royalton, Strongsville and 

Berea, among other places. In the midst of these can also be found a lot of Wild 

Hyacinth (Camassia scilloides). This is a lovely starlike spike of blossoms, pale blue 

stars of blossoms with yellow Anthers. Bluebells only last for a few weeks.  

Ode to Science Part 4 

Ode to Wildflowers 

 

What a dear lonely globe,  

this most precious wounded planet, 

a broken home to us all 

grateful and ungrateful alike. 

I’m trying to take off my illusions for you 

strip down to the barest essentials, 

I am learning to trust my senses, 

reject traditional opinions, 

test hypotheses in the light of day 

let the sun shine on ‘clear and distinct ideas’. 

Earth, 

I want to be strong enough to see you as you are.  

I have already faced the loss of myth.  

All the god’s are gone,  

Jesus gone, Buddha gone, Plato’s dreams, 

Hinduism, Thunder Beings, goddesses, 

Dasien, Atma, all gone….  

and gone too, a faith in capital and Marx and 

all those figments, fictions 



all gone….. 

I look at wildflowers alone, 

the beauty way is not Navaho--- 

no one owns it--- 

the tree frog calls out in the rain 

and the earth under my feet, at last, 

alone with our earth--- 

---try to really feel the lonely winter of this --- 

the wonder of standing and existing on this exact patch of earth--- 

this, where you are, is all there is--- 

our earth and those who are upon it--- 

together, you and me and our earth 

you and me and the baby and earth 

you and me and swallows and clouds, 

the sound of water 

and the sad goodbye 

to those who we loved that are dying,  

our cat is dying, my mother is dying. 

So this is it, this is all there is, 

a Jerusalem Cricket dying on our sidewalk, 

no afterlife for a cricket or for me, 

this lonely day and the wildflowers still blooming 

and the strength it took to give up those illusions 

to face the empty facts of my full life 

and saying yes to suffering and beauty at last,  

and this salt and sand chiseled driftwood 

we brought home from the ocean 

this need to make a place for our baby to grow up, 

this love of sea life, octopi, sunflower sea stars, 

here is where science begins 

in the love of the sad sea 

the infinity of a world  not a dream,--- 

--- life was never a dream. 

Such expanses of unknown space, 

raw stones, 

cities with too many people, roadkills, 

days lost in dazed memories 

and the small hope that we will come 



to understand it, make the world better 

for the coming people, protect nature, 

let forests return, free rivers of dams 

hold on to what is lovable 

about this dear planet.  

Only do science that does no harm, 

refuse the rest. 

Science begins where 

we face the lonely earth 

and wake up to the preciousness of each being 

each wildflower, 

these days and lives that will never be again. 

Yes, say yes to helping others 

on this strange and fragile planet 

so many sad faces suffering 

and eyes sleeping under eyelids, 

so many wildflowers, and sunsets 

under so many beautiful stars. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

There are seven pictures that I did at a little north of Point Reyes Station. 

 

 

 

     

 

         

                                                                                                       

                

        

 

 

 



 

 

                                                                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Lupine and Grasses 

This is in what is now called the Tomales Bay Ecological Reserve: down the hill from the 

Trailhead. When I did it in the late 1980’s it was not called anything, as it was private 

land.  There was no one else there but me, and I got permission from the owner to be 

there. I did quite a few paintings there, some of my best too. This is one of the first ones.  

I later did a windblown tree and the pond, with Inverness Ridge in the distance. I also 

did two studies of the pond itself and a Great Egret in it, and a lone study of a pine 

against the fog coming in over the Ridge. There is six all together. Each one took three to 

five visits,  that is three to five weeks of work, maybe two or three months, given my 

various jobs at the time. I remember going there quite often and liking the environment 



and its solitude. I could work for many hours and no one bothered me. This is the only 

one that involves flowers and it is one of my first studies of Lupine. This is, I think, the 

Dune Bush Lupine. 

 

Blue Lupine at Limantour 

This one I did with a hawk in it, above in the sky, I have taken it out here, but I put a 

hawk back in it this year. This is again, the Dune Bush Lupine, I am not entirely sure but 

it seems a good guess.  



 

 

Blue Lupine up on Mt. Wittenberg. 

Tomales Bay down below. (detail) 

 

This is up high on the Mountain, one of the tallest in that area. You are looking down on 

Tomales Bay here. 

 

 



 

 

Lupine on Mt. Wittenberg above Tomales Bay 

1988=89 

This is the actual work scanned on scanner and neatly stitched together. The color is not 

quite right but almost right.  There is a rare Tidestrom's Lupine, which grows in the 

Point Reyes area. I doubt this is it, my impression is it is smaller and more to be found 



on beaches, but I do not yet know well  how to tell the difference. I think you can see 

Mount St. Helena here. That is far north into Sonoma County. 

 

 
Yellow and Blue Lupine  and Western Blacktail deer (1988) 

Limantour 

 



 

I think this the best of the California Lupine pictures.. It was done out Limantour Spit, 

in the Dunes out there. The Dune grass got greener and darker as it came down the hill. 

I saw Blacktail Deer occasionally in the Dunes. But the main thing here was the Lupine 

in bloom, both Yellow,( Lupinus Arboreus) and Blue/Purple Dune Bush Lupine, 

Lupinus Chamissionis? There is also a rare Tidestrom's Lupine, which grows in the 

Point Reyes area. I doubt this is Tidestrom’s as it largely grows on beaches. This is near 

the sea, but I still do not think it is right. I do not yet know how to tell the difference very 

well, but I know enough to have a feeling about it. 



 



Wildflowers (1988) 

This is pretty near where I lived in Point Reyes. I got interested in trying to tell what the 

various common plants were that grew everywhere in the Point Reyes area. Coyote 

Brush, Wild Radish, Ceonoethus, Poppies, Lupine, Curly Dock, Burdock, Anise (smells 

like Licorice),, Cypress trees, Golden Alexanders, Chickory and Pines, among many 

others. This is a picture of a wild field and that time.  There was an Anise plant that 

grewalng here. There is a line of it about midway up the page, with the dark Pines or 

Cypresses against it, Actually that Lagunitas Creek right beyond it. 

 Howard Zinn talks about helping oneself, how business and government tells people 

“you cannot do anything for yourselves”.  You must submit to them as they alone know 

the way. That is their will to power speaking, their false claim to know better. He seems 

to have the idea that we will be liberated ‘from within’ first. He seems to think 

authoritarian regimes will crumble of themselves.. He even thinks that the Vietnamese 

had found this secret out in the terrible struggle against the Americans during the 

bombing, Naplam, Herbicide and defoliant  war against Vietnam..Many think the 

Americans killed 2-3 millions people in Vietnam using mostly helicopters and using 

these perfidious defoliants and hrebicides. The Viet Cong were not nearly as bad as the 

Americans. Indeed it looks like we had already lost that war before we got into it. It was 

a hugely expensive and imperialistic bombing spree. 

It is useful to compare Zinn’s views on self- help with that of Thoreau. Henry Thoreau 

talks about the simpleness of living things in nature, how they grow despite all odds and 

keep on going to try to live.  Like Zinn, Thoreau has a very inward and organic way of 

looking at things. Zinn writes in his essay on Thoreau: 

 



Civil disobedience is inherently anti-nationalist because it is based on a refusal to 

accept the legitimacy of government as an absolute; it considers the powers of 

government subordinate to human rights. The implication is that these rights 

belong to all human beings, not just those of one’s own country. 

Not being at all violent, not giving in either. This is inwardness of civil disobedience. 

Maybe this is what wildflowers are, the heritage of nature’s adaptations to reality, the 

good economy of nature, making the best of what nature offers them, and refusing to 

give up or give in. Zinn writes of Thoreau: 

“Agitated as he is about the evil of slavery—“Who can be serene in a country 

where both the rulers and the ruled are without principle?”—he is brought back 

to himself when he scents a white waterlily and realizes that a season he “had 

waited for had arrived.” The lily “suggests what kind of laws have prevailed 

longest and widest, and still prevail, and that the time may come when man’s 

deeds will smell as sweet.” 

There is this old language of Wildfowers. The economy of nature is what matters, not 

the economy of Marxism or Capital. Henry is not human centered, he thinks that 

animals and plants also have rights. Knowing what this is, is what is needed-- and what 

wildflowers are all about. One can find the meaning of life and the way life should 

function in wildflowers. Economy is about simplicity and generosity, the survival of all, 

not the few. One can find this while studying wildflowers, or oceans, rivers and creeks, 

sunshine, trees, animals or moonlight. Nature is one thing and it is not human centered. 

Here, with wildflowers, is where Thoreau and Zinn, ecology and history, join together.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Monotropa Uniflora, Indian Pipe (2011) 

These were originally called saprophytes, literally, things that live on “rotting things”. 

But this is incorrect. Indian Pipe don’t’ live on dead things, actually, they live on fungi, 



or the mycelium of mushrooms. So now they are called “Myco-heterotrophs”, literally,’ 

live off or eat other beings like Mushrooms”. which include plants like various Thismias, 

(see Marianee North; Here) Indian Pipes, Pine Saps, Candy Cane, Candy Stick, Snow 

plants, and other such plants, sometimes called “parasitic” but that is also a bit of a 

misnomer. They are called ‘eaters of the Forests’, but nowhere do they actually eat the 

whole forest. What they live off of appears to be not the forests but the mycelium of 

mushrooms which are in a symbiotic relation with the trees of a forest. This is not 

parasitical exactly, as it is more symbiotic. Marianne North did a study of the Snow 

Plant which grows in or near Yosemite, often in stands of Redwood. She also calls them 

“parasitic”, but I am not sure that is correct. Her painting is lovely and can be seen here: 

 Press Control(CTRL) F ---look up Snow flower and that will bring you to her painting: 

https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/marian

ne-north-pdf3.pdf 

 

 

 

 

This is a partial copy of earlier version of this painting. It was done before I put the only 

human figure in it. The flowers are Black Cherry Blossoms.. I made a smaller version of 

https://wordpress.com/post/markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.wordpress.com/8393
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/marianne-north-pdf3.pdf
https://markkoslowspaintingsthoughtandnature.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/marianne-north-pdf3.pdf


this image without the House Finch in it, showing just the female Redbird, the family of 

Geese and the Cherry Blossoms. That was over 15 years ago. 

 

 

 

  

 

 



 

Columbine and Trees--Chagrin Res. 

This was intended as a portrait of the three of us, done shortly after my daughter was 

born. But over the years it also became a wildflower portrait, as I was thinking a lot 

about Columbine, which I have grown from seed. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This one has been changed a number of times. I originally tried to do it near the 



entrance road to Limantour. It was problematical.  I tried again a few years later in 

Ohio, and then tried a third  and forth time more recently. It came into some focus when 

I changed the Hummer to a Rufous Hummer, the smallest of the 4-5 species of 

Hummingbird that comes to California. It ended up being another memory painting, not 

so much looking like the scene I saw near Limantour road, but while recalling that, it 

also was a portrait of the hills around the Point Reyes seashore. 

 

 

 

Wingstem and Leaning Barn 



 

This one is of a falling down old barn now part of the National park. The barn has fallen 

even more in the four or five years since I did this. It is not all the way down yet. I like 

this painting. It is very sharp and crisply done. I had studied this site many times. The 

water container in the back of the barn is for the animals, motly horses, that lived in the 

back of the barn. There were three deer while I worked on this.  It is a lovely place. The 

main house is up front. There is a complex of barns, a chicken roost, and a corn dryer,--- 

I forget the actual name of it. 



 

 

Little Bluestem And Pines 

One of my favorite Grasses in the east. Fields are mostly made of grasses and forbs, or 

flowering plants. I was standing in a bit of a puddle in the clumpy grasses. There is an 



old clapboard barn near where I was painting this, I did a painting of that Barn too. It is 

a matter of feet from where I stood and did the "Across the Valley” , another painting of 

this area. You can see that painting in the entry on “Trees”. 

I love these native grasses and have admired them since I was at school in Southern 

Ohio, where they are more common than in Northern Ohio. For years I have been 

calling them Andropogon Scoparius, but recently they have been called Schizachyrium 

scoparium, both refer to the plant commonly called Little Bluestem. I imagine there is a 

structural reason for this change. In any case they are lovely in the fall and winter and 

have this russet, ochre or cinnamon tone that pleases me greatly. As I studied them they 

even turned a little towards crimson and purple in the shadows. So I decided to dedicate 

a whole painting to them as a sort of grass portrait.  

 

This in itself could be an endless study. The fate of native grasses historically is a vast 

subject that parallels in many ways the fate of native peoples. I mentioned earlier how 

the grasses in California pushed out a lot of the native wildflowers. Similar changes have 

occurred all over the world. Bad agricultural practices, poor policy, farming techniques 

and herbicide poisons, as well as corporate greed are the main culprits.  

I loved the pine trees too, and there are several species here, and I do not mean to 

diminish them. But this painting is about these special grasses and snow as well as snow 

fall on pine boughs. 

 



 

Crows and Wingstem with Boxcars 

 

I like this painting. I was working on the Jo’s house painting and a few women stopped 

by to look at what I was doing. One of them told me about these old Boxcars down 

further in the Valley. I had seen them but hadn’t thought to paint them. So on her 

recommendation I went to see them up closer and liked them so I did this of them. 

There is a lot of Wingstem that grows along the far side of the Cars. The Crows were 

talking a lot while I worked. I don’t speak Crow but they clearly did and spoke it a lot. 



The clouds were thick and cottony that day, fairly typical northeastern Ohio Cumulus 

clouds and I enjoyed painting them. 

 I have spent some time at Hobo gatherings and like that part of American history. 

Hoboes used to live and travel in cars just like this in the 1930’s, so it is not merely a 

conveyance of goods, but something men and occasionally women used to live in back in 

the 1930’s, as they crossed the country. The Boxcars reminded me of Bound for Glory, 

Woody Guthrie’s great book about the country wide travels by Boxcar and hitchhiking in 

the old days.  

 

I once got on a train like a Hobo and felt how strong it was. It was incredibly strong and 

wasn’t going to budge at all when I got on it. I did not ride very far, but it was an 

interesting experiment. The corporate goons stopped the riding of the trains by men 

looking for work, sorry to say. They were paid to beat up Hoboes. One finds out so many 

dislikeable things about Americans when one studies the history. Doing this painting 

brought all this back to me, and more. 



 

 

Common Milkweed, Milkweed Bugs, Aster, Goldenrod 

 



This is largely about a wild field with common Milkweed in it and the Milkweed bugs 

live on that. These are the Milkweed Bugs of the Order Hemiptera, not to be confused 

with the Milkweed beetles, which look similar, but are structurally different and of a 

different order, the Coleoptera, or Beetles. The Purple flowers are New England Aster, 

out here in September to early October. The white flower on the right is White Aster. 

The Milkweed seeds are starting to appear and show their filaments. Notice the green 

Pod has turned a burnt umber and grey color. They will be flying soon, seeking a new 

place to live. 

I herded the bugs using my paint brush. They would sometimes go around the back of 

the pod and had to be brought back around to my side so I could continue to paint them. 

The paint brush was a soft one and clean of all paint. It was interesting to do that. It did 

not hurt the insects at all, and was useful to my work. 

They did not much like me there, though-- I could see that. They must have been glad 

when I left, though, I went there three or four times, probably four. 

 



 

Goldenrod Field 

 2011 



 

Goldenrod and Ironweed Field 

 

The Yellow plant is Goldenrod, Solidago Canadensis, and the Purple flower is the local 

kind of Ironweed, Near the CVNP park head quarters, I mean the earlier headquarters, 

which was the Yellow Houses area near Vaughn Road, not the current one, which is 

further up near the town of Peninsula (2020). 

 



 

 



 

My Daughter with Foxglove 



 

My daughter in our back yard with Foxglove which I planted myself. I know it is thought 

of as invasive but is has spread very little. It is such a lovely flower. It doesn’t do terribly 

well in the far back, long term. But near the house it is doing well. 

 

 

Mammoth Sunflower 



 

I planted this a few years ago and it grew to enormous size. Mammoth sunflower. You 

can see that it was fun to paint. The way the Brush strokes are done shows that I enjoyed 

doing it,, I think. That is to say, that looking at how the brush strokes are done, reminds 

me of how it was to do it, not that anyone else can see that. They probably cannot. I am 

asking the onlooker to trust me, I am telling the truth. It was enjoyable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chipping Sparrrow and Pansy 

 



 

Little Basket of Flowers. 

1984 

Ultstramaria, Roses, Chrysanthamums, Baby’s Breath, Blue Iris, Purple Statice. 



 

In London where I lived for 6 months or so in 1984, I did two still lives. I thought it was 

a real category then, not the arbitrary thing I have come to think of it as. 

The first one is a character study, actually of the woman I moved with to England. She 

was a flower arranger and seller and this was a picture of both her and what she did. 

 

Much like California,  England has a great climate for growing flowers and many English 

people are very literate on flowers and how to grow them. I was impressed with all the 

flowers, shrubs, trees and gardens, throughout all of England. Ireland, Wales and I don’t 

know about Scotland. It is a lovely place in many ways: it is hard to believe they were so 

bad to the Irish, but they were, as John Kelley has shown in his great book, The Graves 

are Walking: The Great Famine and the Saga of the Irish People .  

I went to Kew Gardens a number of times, and it is certainly one of the very best gardens 

in the world. There are amazing flowers, trees and shrubs of all kinds, and from all 

places there. I wish I had known about Marianne North then. I did not and so did not 

see her museum which is in Kew. She is one of the rare celebrants of wildflowers and 

trees from all over the world.  I for one am glad she lived and painted as she did. 

 



 

 

 

The second painting I did in London, is more like me, on the kitchen table where we 

lived in Stretham Common, in the southwest part of London. Lovely in its way, a little 



stiff, perhaps, as I tend to be a little too formal, but the small Chinese vase is well done 

as are the flowers. I remember doing these and being pleased with some of the flowers 

in particular: the yellow rose; the red rose; the ulstramaria below the yellow rose, I 

particularly likffe the lilac and pink combination with a hint in it of yellow and cerulean 

blue. 

***** 

 

I think this is one of the best arrays of flowers that I did in England. I was only 28 and 

the man is me, of course, but also St. Paul. I no longer believe in that myth, -- I am not 

sure I did then, but at the time it had a lot of meaning to me. I changed the myth. 

Instead of being Paul on the Road to Damascus, it is me receiving the beauty of nature, a 

star visits my mind, and a beam of light comes from the clouds and hits me with its 

light. It is me receiving the Pre-Raphaelite vision of the English landscape. 

 

 



 

 

I was living in England, which was very interesting to me, and spending a lot of time in the Tate, 

and to a lesser extent the National Gallery. I really enjoyed seeing the Millais, Hunts, and 



Turners, and the Pre-Raphealites in general. I had not yet given up on Spirituality, as one can see 

in this image. I still like the concept in it and the color that I used. Indeed, I have often thought 

this the best of works that I did in England. It is an English landscape and it was the kind of 

pantheistic image of which I was then quite enamored.  

 

 



 

If I remove the central figure and join the two sides together, without blurring the differences 

between them, I end up with something like this. One can see just how much I was taken by the 

Landscapes of Hunt and Millais, which I was spending hours studying in British museums. One 

can easily image Wordsworth, Keats or Shelley, or even Shakespeare wandering in such a 

landscape. I was certainly after something like this, the Forest of Arden as it were, as well as 

trying to make a statement about nature and my role in it. I was trying to summarize the 

universal and the real at the same time. Did I succeed in doing this?  Yes, at least in part. At the 

same time as I failed as all art and poetry must fail to tell the whole truth. 

 

Fields 



 

Field 

 1983 

This is the only study I did of the wild public park near Lake Erie that was soon the be 

sold to private developers. The Lake is behind me. I am looking into the trees. 



 

Wild Radish and Poppies 

1987 

This small work is really very complicated. Explained somewhat below. 



 

Barn Owl, me and Lagunitas Creek 

 

 

 



 
The same field, different views. 

 

This was a path close by where I lived in Point Reyes Station. One can see in the side by 

side of these works that this is the same field at different times of day or night. One of 

the vantage points is much higher. The one on the left is the same as the right side of the 

painting above. Only the point of view and time of day is a little different. One on the left 

is done from imagination and the other, on the right, is done from life. If you look down 

the path on the right you can see where I sat on the trail and did the wild radish, the hills 

and the fog coming in. 

I did this when two dear people, whom I lived with and cared for, were gone for a few 

weeks. I was lonely and used to walk with one of them along this path, often. Hard to 

believe now, perhaps, but I loved them. So this is a work about love, as I see it.  Indeed, 

it would be over in a month upon the return of one of them. But she was already gone 

here, and I have always thought of her like this, missing, and gone. It is a lovely work, as 

what was between us was once lovely. Somewhat like Vincent Van Gogh’s or Charles 

Dicken’s empty chair--- what is important here is what is missing. 

 

 



 

 

Field  

It is a Crab Apple tree on the left. My kids are on the left entrance of the barn. This is the 

field that I turned around and painted in the winter, with the beginning of the 

Schizachyrium Scoparium, or Little Bluestem. As I said, you can see the other painting I 

did here on the Tree entry. 

 



 

Daffodil Field 

 

 

This is really a Gouache and watercolor sketch. This is done next to Limantour near the 

little road that goes off to the Youth Hostel. Someone planted some daffodils there. And 

yes, I know it is not native and not a wildflower, but I am very fond of them, as they are 



the flower that always comes up by my birthday, from one the day before or sometimes 

two weeks before. 

 

 

This is near the top of Mt. Vision near the top-- on the winding road that goes up the 

mountain. I am not sure what the yellow flowered plant is in the foreground. I don’t 

think it is Goldfields. The fog was coming in and the sun going down so I didn’t have a 

lot of time to do this. I was near the top of Mt. Vision and I left my little white car to see 

these flowers. I did not have a camera with me so I took no picture of it. I like it, and 



always have. I like the feeling of the sun coming through the fog, the pines on the hill 

opposite and the yellow flowers. I just wish I knew what they were. I seem to remember 

they were somewhat waxy, perhaps even a succulent. I thought maybe a Gumplant or a 

Meadowfoam (Limnanthes douglasii)  I have never seen Gumplant away from water at 

lower elevations. This is nearly to the top of Mt. Vision, which is 1300 feet above the sea, 

And Meadowfoam is more spread out, not so grouped or clustered together.  Tidy Tips 

also is too small, so it is not that. Subapine Buttercup ( Rununculus Eschscholtzii)  or 

Mules Ears ( Wyethia Amplexicaulis) are better candidates, though the leaves do not 

look big enough to be Mules Ears. I still don’t know what this flower is, but like most 

searches for something I do not know, I learned a bit. I went through various books on 

Western Wildflowers  and Spring Wildflowers of the San Francisco area, among others. I 

also looked online. It is best to use the scientific name for very specific information. But 

even with an extensive search, it does not always turn up what one was looking for. I still 

don’t know what this plant is, sorry to say. I didn’t find it in books, or online. 

 



 

Listening to Moonlight 

 

This is in Allegany state park near Salamanca, N.Y. I had seen and photographed a 

Cottontail Rabbit near my Mom’s old house. I wanted to add this image of the Rabbit to 

a place I had recently visited near the Red House area in Allegany Park in NY State. It is 

one of my favorite places to go and relax and learn all that I can. Slowly over the years, a 



few of the Seneca have gotten to know me and our kids a bit. I feel proud that my kids 

have gotten to know some Haudenosaunee, even if only a little. They have been very nice 

to us.  

 

Picking Dandelions. 

2014 



I have written about this one in various places. I wrote about it in the paintings of the 

Cuyahoga Valley II. I wrote this: 

 

 “This is my son at age two in our backyard which is next to the National 

park. I have lived next to or near State and National Parks since 1986. I 

don’t think everyone should do this, as I loathe the idea of the rich 

becoming the only ones who live near such areas. Obviously to prevent 

that all areas need protection of their plants and animals waters and 

air.  I often let my lawn go wild, most years. But as we often grow things 

in our garden I do not want Forest everywhere. 

The figure is from a photograph I took three years ago and have wanted 

to paint ever since.   I knew it was a good photo and had wanted to use it 

in a painting someday. It often takes me a while to get around to things. 

So I did a drawing of the photo and then painted all the grasses and 

flowers from life around the drawing. Doing the wildflowers in April, 

2014, Bloodroot and Hepatica, renewed my courage to try this again. 

 

 The first time I did a field like this was way back in 1983 or 1984, —-30 

years ago. I can think back through the history of fields I have loved in 

my own life. There was the public park that had a wild field next to Lake 

Erie, destroyed by public official who sold it to a developer to build a 

McMansion on. This is the usual public/private confusion that destroys 

so many places and things, There was the goldfinch field I loved now 

made into a development in Westlake where they made a fake village of 

corporate stores, really an outside Mall. Developers never have to pay 

the real cost  to animals and plants that they destroy. The ideology of 



“mitigation” where developers offset their destruction of a wetland by 

building a pond somewhere else, is a joke. They never build anything 

like what they destroy. Nature pays the huge tax while the developers 

profit at expense of life. In any case, wild fields are priceless and should 

be protected and those who abuse them heavily soaked of their income. 

The field in Arcata where the White Kite liked to fly, looking for voles, 

was another favorite place. Fields in Point Reyes or Stockton, New 

Jersey or the bobolink field I saw in  Upper Michigan. There have been 

so many great fields in my life. 

 

          My son is standing in our backyard, here. I slowly worked from 

life,  painting the grasses and flowers over several weeks. I only wanted 

to paint a small section of the field. I like the Bugleweed (Ajuga reptans), 

which is purple or blue and which is mostly toward the front or lower 

part of the painting. There are also Buttercups, and Violets. The red 

spikey flowers are a variety of Red Sorrel. There is also some wild 

strawberry, and grasses. I love the dandelions which so enchant my 

young children, both for making bouquets to give to me or their Mom— 

or to blows off seeds and watch them float away.  The flowers had largely 

gone to seed, though a few were left. It is a portrait of my young son a 

few years ago, but is also a picture of me when I was a boy and now too, 

as I love to see wild lawns and flowers. Seeing my son enjoying nature so 

much is a great joy to me and I well understand his youthful wonder. So 

to some degree this is a self-portrait as well as a picture of him. It is 

about the wonder of small things.”(2014) 

 



 

 

Spring 

1989 

 

This is a Shrub, probably a Crab Apple in bloom on Route 1, sometimes called the 

Shoreline Highway, a little more than halfway between Point Reyes and Bolinas, moving 

south, or the left side of the street, or the east side, if you like. Some Daffodils were 

planted there by someone.  This is another lost work, sold to pay my rent. I sold it, 



somewhat regretfully, to my cousin Elizabeth who died a Hodgkin’s Lymphoma in 1991. 

I tried to buy it back then, but was prevented from doing so by her mother, who acted 

very much like a free marketer, insisting that I could not get it back. My mother’s older 

sister was a mean person. She was very status and money oriented. Elizabeth did not 

like her much, and said she preferred my mother, which I agreed with. 

 

 I don’t know what happened to this work. Getting it back is still important to me. To my 

aunt Betty Hubbell, who is dead now, this was just so much money spent by her 

daughter. I think she gave me 250 dollars for it. Not enough to pay my rent for a month. 

The money was more or less irrelevant, what mattered to me was the art in it . I made 

some inquires. ,T.Draget said that the painting had been given to a guy named Davo, 

who I think was a cousin of Elizabeth’s on the other side of the family. I am not sure 

about this though. Whoever has it, it should be returned to me.    I hate the idea of it 

moving around on its own being a cash cow, as it were. 



 

 

Apple Tree in Flower in Orchard. 

 

The guy who grows these apple and other fruit trees tells me he used very low amounts   

of  herbicide or pesticide on these. I eat these apples all winter and wash them off. They 

never taste like herbicides. But I am still unsure. 

I remember doing the flowers. Not many trees had a lot of flowers. They later cut down 

all these trees and planted new ones. They were heavily eaten by deer, I think. The 

problem with deer is largely human caused. They later cut down all these trees and put 

in short and young new ones, as well as a tall deer fence. I asked permission to do this. I 



received a yes answer. I spent three or four days doing this on site. That is a Robin I saw 

on the ground about there. There were many dandelions in the grasses.                                                                                                                                                                  



 

Redbud Tree 

 



This is the second of the flowering trees, this time a Redbud tree. I wrote about this one    

in the entry on Trees, which I will be putting up with this one in a month or two. So here 

is what I  wrote there: 

This is a wild Redbud tree (Cercis Canadensis) in the National Park. There are a 

number of them in this area, which not many people see as it is out of the 

common way. There is a pond across the street and an abandoned house which 

apparently the park bought and left empty. The Redbud is an interesting tree, it is 

the only native tree in North America that I know of, which grows its flowers 

along the branches themselves. This is called “Cauliflory” which means ‘stem-

flower’ and is common outside the U.S.  in plants such as the Papaya or the 

Cacao, or chocolate tree, and maybe the Coconut, where the flowers and fruit 

appear on the trunk. In the Amazon there is the Brazilian Grape tree. These are 

all relatives of the Redbud. 

 
 
 

 

 

The Wildflower Rainbow 
 
 
A goggle-eyed bureaucrat 
from the government Lawn-Police 
came to our house 
and threatened us 
with a fine  
for growing wildflowers. 
We are guilty of Goldenrod, 
glowing like Daffodils and honey, 
like gold pollen on bees legs. 
We are guilty of growing Milkweed, 
the color of blushed cheeks and amythyst. 
Guilty of Hisbid Buttercups 
yellow as sunshine 
in a baby’s blue eyes. 
Yes I am guilty of loving Baby Blue Eyes, 
which I have seen in the hills 



over the sapphire sea called Pacific. 
 
All plants are innocent 
who calls a plant a weed 
hold a mirror to them and 
seek the reasons for their greed. 
 
It was greed that brought them from Europe, 
these invaders who brought invasive plants and animals, 
to a land they saw as “wilderness”, 
and therefore wasted. 
Seeking gold rocks in the California hills 
the stepped on the real gold of California Poppies-- 
the flower of my childhood 
orange of my love of life 
yellow of my Africans and Indians before 
and called them worthless: 
the same who called wetlands “swamps” 
and demand they be drained. 
These scalpers, now turned vegetable racists, 
genetic engineers, mono-culture con-men, 
killers of monarch butterflies, 
murderers of meadowlarks--- 
“felling trees and Indians” 
wetland forests cut down to Wounded Knees 
Poisoned with PCB’s and DDT, 
and all the wild fertility of native life 
wilting with herbicides, 
tied off with barbed wire, 
trampled under hamburger cattle 
and oozing with toxic wastes 
down the dying streams and rivers 
down to acid Lakes and beyond---- 
into 
the Hudson, Congo and Mekong, Yangtze and Ganges, 
and emptying into the dying coral reefs 
and the litter saturated and overfished oceans. 
 
I refused the manicured lawn 
as a fantasy of would-be English aristocrats 
who turn wild green fecundity 
into hedged, clipped and packaged properties, 
land commodified and conquered with pesticides 
nature forced into the unnatural shapes 
of Euclidian geometry and dollar bills, 
sterile Shopping Mall dreams of Versailles, 
with every suburban tree and bush 



forced to proclaim the righteous sadism of human 
supremacy. 
Rotten Resourcism. 
I will not turn my land into a packaged commodity. 
Cut Lawns are ecologically useless 
50 million acres of such useless wasted green 
already cover the earth 
I will not add to it. 
I will culture a wild beauty instead. 
 
 
 
I admit it. 
I am guilty of loving the unmolested 
innocence of wildflowers. 
I love the plants that have survived the exploiters 
and long for redress for those who have fallen victim. 
Yes, I am gulity of loving Indian Paintbrushes 
and all the rainbow painted meadows of west and east. 
I have loved Lupine 
like blue and yellow beacons,  
shrubby candleabra growing near the sea.  
 
Yes, I have loved dewdrops, 
like liquid diamonds on the lips of Jewelweed. 
I have caressed the delicate Trout Lily 
and kissed their yellow stamens in secret at dawn. 
I have even loved the hated Canada Thistle 
and nuzzled my fingers in thistledown and Milkweed 
and thrown handfuls of winged seeds 
drifting skyward like floating stars 
to pollenate meadows for Goldfinches. 
I admit, 
I trust the intelligence of Monarch Butterflies 
and Goldfinches 
more than the PHD’s of professional botanists 
and wildlife biologists. 
 
Natives, both plants and people, are aliens 
in a world where abstract markets skyscrape 
and plow down the little remains of remnant nature. 
I am a stranger and alien in nurseries 
and a skeptic of the motives of flower vendors. 
I don’t much like Orchid and Rose elitists, 
the racist greed of hybridizers, 
breeding thoroughbred flowers 
in the vegetable horserace  



to possess bio-symbols of the flora of wealth. 
I seek no cultivars of conceit and conspicuous consumption. 
I like flowering and forgotten ditches, abandoned fields, 
and wild wet areas cornered in the margins of 
neglected cities. I love homeless plants 
that wander through the capital wastes 
seeking to grow free 
of the tyranny of money. 
 
I love all the lives that Agri-business 
poisons and plows under. 
I am a  sunflower criminal, 
bright with illicit green 
and guilty of the love 
of sun-drunk wild fields and forest floors. 
I am a never-do-well of native grasses, 
a felon-friend of condemned flowers, 
a vagrant lover of cattle-resisting sage  
festooned with orange lichens. 
I am a pickpocket of autumn seeds, 
a thiefless thief who denies the reality of private property, 
a dandelion terrorist, spreading Milkweed and Goldenrod, 
Snakeroot and Ironweed, Bloodroot and Spring Beauty. 
I want to be a Johnny Appleseed 
of ancient and neglected plants. 
 
After all, 
our bodies are composed of ancient plants 
and we breathe the air they gave us 
and we owe them out lives. 
Those who betray the plant world betray themselves 
Who harms what’s green 
harms the blood of their own hearts. 
They are not the “others”, 
like overlooked slaves, 
silent servants of Masters of finance, 
merely passive background to the bloody 
business of predators. 
Plants are the foreground 
from which all life is derived 
and from which comes our rights, 
and without which human life would not exist. 
 
The life seeking law of plants, 
the law of sun wondering growth, 
puts the lie to human laws: 
a single wildflower, growing free 



puts the lie to patent, property and profit. 
The biggest threat to Money’s Powers 
Is if many would love the wildflowers. 
 
 
 
Part 2 
 
I was asleep in our bed in 1997 
and saw in a dream a nude woman 
whose green flesh was made of 
voluptuous vines and tendrils. 
Maybe She was the goddess of Wildflowers. 
She was very fierce and angry and woke me up, 
forcefully. 
Disoriented, I stumbled into the bathroom, 
and realized something was terribly wrong. 
I called my wife who came and she called for help. 
I passed out in the ambulance 
and was awakened by 18 electroshocks. 
Heart Attack. A bad one. 
I was saved by a vine covered green woman and my wife. 
It was as if a nude woman made of Trumpet vines 
sounded an alarm of orange-golden horns 
to bring a thousand 
hummingbirds to save me. 
 
After I awoke in a hospital, fighting for my life, 
I longed to lay down in ferns under Redwoods, 
surrounded by animals and plants. 
I  wanted to embrace the Indian earth 
of my childhood, 
California, “right back where I started from”. 
I would take refuge neither with Buddha’s or gods. 
I abjured the notion that nature is a symbol of anything 
and learned slowly 
that this little light of mine, 
is the same that glistens from Sierra granite 
is the same that unfurls the Fiddlehead Fern 
and lights up the orange breast of the Redstart Warbler. 
No light of gods or tyrants, 
but the simple reality of mica, 
sealight in windspray 
cell and sunlight on bare dirt-- 
wildflowers struggling from soil, 
damaged by human greed, 
ragged as my nearly broken heart 



but still alive. 
I would stand up with naked feet in the wildflowers. 
 
Under an endangered sky 
I take refuge with the scales of fish 
and the yellow spotted skin of salamanders, 
with Red-Belly Woodpecker feathers 
drifting down with cottonwood snow--- 
with all that is transient and fragile 
in existence. 
I left the airy vanities 
of the Big Ideas, 
to seek solace in the intimacy of the small 
or earthbound. 
I take refuge with the fallible and fainting 
blue globe, floating in endless space, 
or rather, closer, with bird’s nests, 
delicately entwined with twigs, green lichens 
and tied with spider webs. 
and hungry babies crying for more life. 
 
 
I took refuge under redwoods. 
96% of them, gone. 
Each old grove cut down 
identical to the ancient Mother of the grove, 
who might have lived a hundred thousand  
or a million years ago. 
Each grove cut down killing the ancient Mother 
a crime so awful that the word “punishment” is paltry 
and meaningless to the magnitude of the crime. 
The only just redress for the killing of Mother Redwood 
as for any human caused extinction 
is the abandonment of our cultural norms and practice 
and the remaking of our minds. 
The few remaining redwoods are a redflag  
and a red gateway 
to a world of justice as yet unmade, 
mistily imagined. 
Redress to the redwoods 
demands radical remaking of our minds. 
 
 
White Pines, the redwoods of the east, 
once whispered like wind through Osprey wings, 
reflected in the driftwood silver 
of Great Lakes shorelines 



from Maine to Michigan and beyond, 
nearly all gone now 
pulped and lumbered and sheared 
by the sharp cut of pin-striped suits. 
 
In unnoticed atrocity, 
there are 16,000 species of US plants 
and 4000 are threatened or endangered. 
I ask: Who adjudicates the right of plants to exist 
the right of the rainbow to clarity? 
Who adjudicates the rainbow? 
I seek justice for the smeared rainbow, 
whose colors are smogged grey 
under a a chemical sky. 
I seek refuge from the scything thresher 
and the corkscrew cruelty of the bank, 
and the greedy needles of the gene splicer 
and the barbed fences of ranchers and 
some selfish farmers 
who do not give back the nature they take. 
Plants have rights prior to property 
prior to history and profit. 
The law that punishes plants and animals  
for existing should be abolished. 
In a world where humans are become “animals” 
I turn to plants and animals to learn to be human. 
 
I take refuge in the rights of the rainbow, 
in Red Trillium and Purple Nightshade, 
Green Dragon, Trumpet Honeysuckle 
and multicolored fields 
spangled with Wild Radish. 
Milkweeds reach deep roots 
into the memory of lost being 
and regenerate the lilac and pink 
flower of existence, 
their leaves glowing green in good hope. 
 
I seek the succor of sycamores, 
holding winter stars in white fingered branches, 
in Columbine elegance, poised and silent, 
like an iridescent bride 
waiting for the magic kiss of a hummingbird. 
I seek strength in the Skunk Cabbage 
who cloaks and hides its flower 
under a hood viened with red 
like an ancient bull’s horn 



hunched and protective 
over the delicate flower 
that grows forth beauty from mud. 
 
Ocean Pines have shaped my heart 
which drips with lilac fog 
and stands lonely over silver vistas, 
waiting for the Barred Owl 
to call to its mate 
behind our house, 
which we call Redbird house. 
. 
 
I seek a life of seaweed and Water Cress 
like a willow on the river 
where the Yellow Warblers live. 
I seek refuge in green moss on grey rocks 
and Sea Palms in the sea spray 
where the harbor seals bark. 
There is nothing better in life 
than Madrone, Manzanita, Utah sandstone, 
the color of deer fur in summer 
and the rufous sided Towhee 
calling to its mate, 
to ask if all is well. 
 
I’ve laid myself to sleep in Native grasses 
and looked at the sky through May Apple Leaves. 
I seek refuge in Beech leaves and Wild Hyacinth, 
in the red of Cardinal flowers, 
the reddest red in existence. 
I seek refuge in what needs refuge 
in the tragic history of the weak, 
and I do not care if I am 
vagrant or pariah, outcaste 
or shunned.  
I know where I belong when I hear 
the silent song of the butterfly 
the whipoorwill in the hollow 
 
I find refuge in Bird’s eyes 
flying from the clear cut trees 
and the mink’s foot, on the river edge, 
fleeing trappers, 
or in the cricket 
hiding in a crack on the city sidewalk. 
I am a brother of Milkweed and Tule Reed, 



a comrade of Coreopsis, 
a Fireweed friend of Hawkweed and Heather. 
Above cattails and delicate sedges 
where tree swallows swerve and fly 
into the infinite iridescence 
of ultramarine twilight, 
I know home is where the plants are 
and if I seek refuge in them 
safety is assured. 
 
The earth is a dream that plants dream 
and who calls plants weeds 
has failed to understand 
how dreams become real 
through the teeming of seeds and hope. 
 
Those who hate weeds 
love meat and killing animals. 
Compared to Heidegger I am a man without socks 
and I refuse his mawkish “Leap”,  
I refuse his Rilkean coveting of transcendent angels 
and his denigration of animals. 
How someone speaks of animals tells you who they are. 
I like bare feet in the wildflowers. 
I am a rejecter of immortal diamonds.  
I have transcended transcendence. 
No more airy religion of humanity. 
I like humans who have re-embraced the earth. 
I only care about tender plants and my child’s little toes and fingers. 
I seek the friendships of little birds 
In the end it was the end of poetry that taught me the poetic. 
 

 


